MeetSAFE Guidelines
HOW WILL MEETING SAFELY IN THE EARLY STAGES
LOOK?

Encore is at the forefront in safe meeting practices related to the
services provided by our industry. As restrictions ease, physical
distancing and enhanced cleaning procedures will remain an essential

Working alongside our venue partners, Encore is designing a series of

part of making people comfortable with meeting.

meeting formats, equipment packages, and recommendations that
Risk and health are two key considerations for events. The early phases

address how to reduce risk, increase confidence, and promote health

of return for our industry likely represents smaller meeting sizes

within the meeting space. Meeting design, room layout, traffic flow,

following evolving government guidelines. With fewer people meeting

technology considerations and enhanced cleaning procedures are at

and a cleaning routine in place, the risk to attendees will be reduced.

the heart of this offering with the goal to make the meetings and events
industry strong, and healthier than ever.

As people return to in person meetings, smaller groups could potentially fall into three meeting designs. All three meeting designs can incorporate a virtual stream
for attendees or presenters that are not able to make the in-person meeting.
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For events that bring attendees
from multiple venues
7
and potentially multiple rooms together. The ability
to have several presenters delivering messages
to
DESIGN 2 - PRESENTATION STUDIO
multiple audiences simultaneously will require a suite
of technology solutions to make the experience feel
ENHANCEMENTS
as if everyone
meeting
together
as one.
Inis
addition
to DESIGN
2 and 1:
DESIGN 1 - CORE

Presentation laptop.............................................................. While most presenters will travel with their own, a laptop can be added and preloaded with all presentations to minimize touching cables
01. Scenic ............................................................................................................................ Used as presentation backdrop
Flipchart (or collaboration board)....................................................................................Whether using a flipchart or digital collaboration board, a single, designated user is advised for each instance
02. Stage lighting ............................................................Stage lighting will be recommended for optimal camera exposure
Power center...................................................................................................................... Attendee power option are recommended at each station to allow people to remain at their individual desks
03. Wireless microphone ......................................Highest standard of cleaning on mics, one per presenter recommended
Smart tablet .................................................................................................................. For collaborative experiences or connectivity between meeting rooms, each attendee may need a smart tablet
04. Presentation monitor..........................................Recommended to create more natural presentation during wide shots
Q&A or push-to-talk microphones....................................................In a larger room, push-to-talk microphones will be preferred to facilitate conversation, and one mic per attendee is recommended
05. Accent lighting ..............................................................................................................................Needed to light scenic
Responsible physical distance............................................................ Desks/seating can be set to accomodate physical distancing as determined by local regulations and meeting planner oversight
06. Foldback audio ......................................... Allows presenter to here program and engage in Q&A with Design 1 rooms
07. Confidence monitor................................................................... Confidence view for the presenter when facing forward
CREW
ENHANCEMENTS
08. CameraEVENT
...................................................................................................
Required to capture presentation for webcast
09. Webcasting Hardware ........................................................Used for connecting presentation studio to breakout rooms
• Presenter foldback speaker
• Digital signage
• Engage Meeting Package
• Set/Strike team
10. Dedicated wired Internet (VLAN) ........................................Used for connecting presentation studio to breakout rooms
• Clickshare
• Recording
• Comfortable seating
• Cleaning team
11. Headphones with in-line microphone......................... To avoid open speakers/microphones in collaborative situations,
• Transcription services
• Scenic accents
• Floating or in-room technician
headphone/mic combos will help control the noise

TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS
• Webcast/conference systems
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DESIGN 1 - BREAKOUT ROOM

DESIGN 1 - BREAKOUT ROOM

• Signage for wayfinder and traffic

1

DESIGN 1 - CORE
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Ideal for a smaller group meeting in a single room at
Accommodates large groups that may need to be
one venue. With physical distancing in mind, screen
split into multiple rooms at the same venue. Building
placement, sound reinforcement, and the ability to
off the technology in design one, broadcasting to
01. Powered
speakers
.............................................................................................................................................................................Audio
reinforcement
is recommended
for additional
footage
connect with
others
not
able to physically attend will
multiple rooms will be
critical
and the
use ofsquare
digital
02. Screen and projector (or monitor)................................................................................................Larger room sizes and audience distances can be mitigated by larger screens and brighter projectors
03. Wireless microphones ................................................................................................................................................................Highest
standard of cleaning
on mics, one per presenter
recommended
be key considerations.
tools
that
support
two-way
collaboration
will
add
to
04. Wireless presentation advancer ..............................................................................As a common touch item, revolving advancers are cleaned between presenters, one per presenter recommended
addition
tolecterns,
DESIGN
05. Highboy......................................................................................................................As an alternative
high
contact
use1:of highboys to support presentation materials discourages leaning
the toInexperience.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
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MEETING DESIGN OPTIONS: LOCAL TO GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

• Recording
• Engage Meeting Package
01.
Chime ......................................................................
Chime
and Chime Live will serve as one of the primary co
• Transcription
services
• Comfortable
seating
02.
Content
One ...............................................................................Content
One is recommended to ensure prese
• Webcast microsite
• Large
format scenic
such as Backdrop Pro
03.
Cloud
cloud collaboration tools, such as
• Chime
• Signage
forCollaboration
wayfinder andTools..............................................................Additional
traffic
04.
High
Bandwidth...................................................................................
Becausesystem
each attendee will need their o
• Content One content management
• Digital
signage
05. Room Moderators ...........................................................................................To serve as point of contact and e

EVENT
CREW
ENHANCEMENTS

• Operators as-needed

This illustration highlights technologies that can help support these meeting designs. Beyond traditional items
like projectors and screens, items to support sound reinforcement, recording, web-conferencing and digital
tools for polling and Q&A should be considered.

EVENT CREW

Traditional Projector and Screen

Delay Monitors for those in the
• Project Manager
• Set/Strike
team
• Digital signage
• Engage
Meeting Package
back of the room
• Recording
• Cleaning
team
• Comfortable
seating• Stage Manager
• Transcription services
• Largeteam
format scenic• such
as Backdrop Pro
Producer
• Operating
• Webcasting microsite
• Signageteam
for wayfinder and traffic
• Webcasting

Add sound reinforcement
when appropriate

• Set/Strike team
• Cleaning team
• Operating team
• Webcasting team

Digital Q/A or Polling Devices
to assist with physical
distancing measures.

Record your event for
those not able to attend

Push to talk MICs to
assist with everyone
being heard

Leverage web-conferencing to
bring in remote participants

CLEANING GUIDELINES
As the event space changes, it will be more important than ever to create a space that continues to promote collaboration and engagement and while focusing
heavily on hygiene.
Encore is educating our team members on enhanced cleaning procedures. We are doing this to help stop the spread of germs as we strive to build upon
our commitment to safety. Tent cards will indicate when equipment has been cleaned, with particular attention to high-touch items such as microphones,
keyboards, wireless presenters and markers.
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Reduce touch points by using
wireless presenter tools like
Click Share

